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Al-Anon Family Group KwaZulu-Natal
4th Floor Doone House, 379 Anton Lembede Street, Durban, 4000
Email address: alanonkzn@telkomsa.net
Telephone: 031 3041826 / 0861 25 26 66
“God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I can and
the wisdom to know the difference”

KZN Upcoming Events
30 March 2018 - 1 April 2018:
AA Convention 2018, Nelson
Mandela University

Dear Al-Anon Family,
March 4 marks a very special day in all our lives… It’s the birth anniversary Al-Anon’s
co-founder, Lois Wilson. Despite the discouraging, depressing, dark days during
her husband’s drinking years, Lois triumphed and used her experience, strength and
hope to create a legacy of faith for millions of families effected by addiction. Lois has
given us the hope, the assurance and the confidence to believe that no situation is
really hopeless, and that it is possible for us to find serenity and even happiness,
whether the alcoholic is still drinking or not.
As common with many alcoholic marriages, when the alcoholic is sober and working
on his recovery, the partner feels less important, becomes annoyed and even
jealous. This was exactly what happened to Lois. After devoting 17 years to helping
her husband, Lois felt isolated and became resentful when he became sober without
her help.
“One Sunday, Bill asked me if I was ready to go to the meeting with him. To my
astonishment as well as his, I burst forth with, “Damn your old meetings!” and threw
a shoe as hard as I could.” How Al-Anon Works for Families and Friends of Alcoholics
(B-22, B-32), “Lois’ Story,” page 153
This famous incident was the revelation that made Lois analyze her attitudes and
determine the action needed. Lois realized that alcoholism is a family disease which
affects the family as a whole and each member individually and differently. She also
discovered that she was not alone. Through her unwavering love, faith and
understanding, she was able to heal herself and assist millions of others to recover.
She co-founded Al-Anon in 1951, with the one purpose of helping families of
alcoholics.

In order for us to have faith in the
Al-Anon program, we need to see
that it really works. And that’s
where the experience, strength
and hope of all members matter.
“It takes only one person to start
something, but many others to
carry it out” Lois Remembers (B-7)
It would be wonderful to have an
interactive newsletter and I look
forward to receiving your share (it
can be anonymous). Kindly email
any suggestions, stories, queries
and feedback on past or future
topics for discussion to
angelbechoo@gmail.com

This month, let’s acknowledge and honor this remarkable lady by participating in AlAnon’s “Leave Hope campaign.” Members are encouraged to "accidentally" leave
behind a piece of Al-Anon literature in a public place, hopefully to be found by
someone in need. This is an awesome way to reach out anonymously to someone
in your community who may be desperately searching for a sign that they are not
alone and that there is help for those living with the effects of the disease of
alcoholism.
The famous writer Aldous Huxley once said that when the history of the twentieth
century is finally written, the greatest achievements America will be known for is,
giving the world Alcoholics Anonymous and Al-Anon. Lois was always a very humble
person and when given any compliments, she would respond in the very same way:
“I am only a symbol.”
Happy heavenly birthday Lois Wilson. My birthday gift to you is ensure your “symbol”
lives on through Al-Anon and through me… I will let it begin with me. When anyone,
anywhere, reaches out for help, let the hand of Al-Anon and Alateen always be there,
and Let It Begin With Me
Warm regards

Angel

LOIS WILSON quotes




Focus on what you can do, then do
it with all your heart.
Hearts understand in ways our
minds cannot.
I believe that people are good if
you give them half a chance and
that good is more powerful than
evil.

WoW

AL- ANON’s LEGACIES

in 12

12 Steps
12 Traditions
12 Concepts
in
12 Months

Al-Anon’s foundation is built on the Three Legacies – 12 Steps, 12 Traditions, and
12 Concepts of Service. The Steps are the foundation for personal recovery in AlAnon. The Traditions help Al-Anon groups sustain their unity and fellowship. The
Twelve Concepts of Service provide guidance for service in the Al-Anon fellowship.

Literature Corner

Featured book of the
month: THE DILEMMA OF
THE ALCOHOLIC
MARRIAGE

The steps show me how to love myself, the traditions show me how to love others
and the concepts show me how to love the world.
Al-Anon’s logo is a triangle with a circle inside. The three sides of the triangle
symbolize our three legacies: Recovery through acceptance of the Steps, Unity
through acceptance of the Traditions and Service through acceptance of
the Concepts. All three sides are necessary for the triangle to remain a triangle, just
as a three-legged stool needs all three legs in order to stand. (Paths to Recovery
Introduction)
Let’s endeavor to work through these legacies in the following months. Please
answer the questions listed for each legacy and feel free to forward your responses
to me for inclusion in future issues of WoW.
**********************************************************************************************
STEP THREE
Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we
understood him.
All we have to do in step three is make up our mind. Do we want to continue to live
in the problem.....or do we want to try the solution outlined in the remaining steps?
Before we take step 3, we need to trust our Higher Power. This means to be totally
humble and surrender ourselves over to the care of God as we understand Him. As
we make the decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God, we have
to be willing to turn over to God the lives of the people who we love, even when we
don't agree with the way they are living those lives.
Questions
 How has Step Three helped me find a God I can trust?
 Do I trust my Higher Power to care for me?
 In what ways do I struggle with giving up my will?
 How did forcing my will onto others make the situation worse?
 How do I use Step Three in my daily life?

This book provides help in
dealing with problems in
alcoholic relationships. The
book discusses maturity,
communication, security,
personalities, independence,
sex etc. It includes questions
on applying the Twelve Steps
to relationships.
DID YOU KNOW?
“The Dilemma of the
Alcoholic Marriage” was first
published in 1967 and then
in 1971.
Our wide range of
Conference approved
literature is available from
local area office or contact
our Literature coordinator:
Premie (084 706 0774)

************************************************************************************************************************************
TRADITION THREE
The relatives of alcoholics, when gathered together for mutual aid, may call themselves an Al-Anon Family
Group, provided that, as a group, they have no other affiliation. The only requirement for membership is that
there be a problem of alcoholism in a relative or friend.

Tradition Three reminds us that we gather as an Al-Anon family group for the purpose of mutual aid. Anyone who feels
that their life is effected by someone else’s drinking can attend meetings. Even though we are all different, we share
our experiences as equals. Al-Anon Groups should not be affiliated with any other programs, religion or causes.
A sense of belonging in our family is as important as it is in meetings. Everyone deserves the same respect
cooperation and dignity you would like to receive
Questions
 How do I define mutual aid?
 How do I keep my focus on where I am at any given moment, avoiding all distractions?
 What keeps me from feeling that I am fully a part of any group in which I participate?
 How can I apply Tradition Three in other areas of my life
 How can I help increase a sense of belonging among all members of my family?
************************************************************************************************************************************
CONCEPT THREE
The right of decision makes effective leadership possible.
Concept Three is about mutual trust for our members at all service structures, our family and our Higher Power. If we
delegate a task to someone we need to give them the authority to do their best without our interference. W e trust
those given authority to use it wisely and have our faith in our leadership and its knowledge in making decisions which
are right for Alanon worldwide.
The same principle applies in all area of our personal lives. We too have the right to think and make appropriate
decisions. In learning to trust these decisions we learn to extend that same trust to others
Questions
 Do we as a Group trust our trusted servants?
 How do I feel when I am denied the opportunity to make my own decision?
 How has Concept Three helped me to develop trust?
 In what ways does my need to manage the lives of others limit everyone serenity?
 Can I make a decision and be comfortable with it? If not, why not?
*Some information was extracted from Paths to Recovery, Reaching for Personal Freedom, How Al-Anon Works

************************************************************************************************************************************

GROUP NEWS
Please also forward me any current group news, group birthdays, milestones, highlights or lowlights that you would like to share
with our Al-Anon family.

It is with a heavy heart that we bid farewell to two very special long timers in the Isipingo group, Aunty Rosy and
Aunty Leela. They opened and kept the door of the Isipingo group open for over 30 years. We are so grateful to
them for their caring, sharing, love and friendship.
They will be sadly missed as they are relocating to be with their family. We wish them happiness, good health &
God's guidance. May they always stay blessed.
Submitted by Shoba – Isipingo

ARCHIVES CORNER “Look to the Past to Protect the Future”

In the late 1990s, both AA and Al-Anon members conducted their step workshops
together. They were held in Baisley Avenue at the original Bills Room on a Sunday.

Submitted by Vasie P - Archivist

Tradition 7 : Every Group
ought to be fully selfsupporting declining outside
contributions

SHARING is CARING
Thank you beautiful ladies for sharing your experience, strength and hope. The received
shares will be featured in forthcoming issues.
*********************************************************************************************************
Tradition three…

The relatives of alcoholics, when gathered together for mutual aid, may call themselves an AlAnon family group, provided that, as a group they have no other affiliation. The only
requirement for membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism in a relative or friend.
When anyone anywhere reaches out for help let the hands of Al-Anon always be there. This
tradition gives me a feeling of belonging. Al-Anon has become my second home, where there
is more understanding because we share a purpose. We come together for mutual aid with a
singleness of purpose that we are affected by someone else’s drinking.
To keep Al-Anon, we share our experiences about how alcohol affected our lives. We give
strength and hope to a new comer or someone affected by alcohol we do not give advice or
direct someone on what to do.
We do not associate ourselves with any other twelve step program or religion or cause. All
organizations have requirements and ours is suffering from the effects of Alcohol.

Al-Anon has no dues or fees
but we have expenses. Give
what you can, if you can’t
give just keep coming back.
We need you more than we
need your money. Al-Anon is
spiritually rich—our members
are our abundant resource.
“To think of Tradition Seven as
a protection for my spiritual
growth is humbling and
freeing.… I now know that not
only do I get to give my
money and service, but I also
get to receive miracles in
abundance.” ( from Paths to
Recovery—Al-Anon’s Steps,
Traditions, and Concepts,
pages 198-99)

There are no dues or fees
for membership,
contributions are
voluntary

This singleness of purpose works for me being in and living each moment. I can’t be all things
to all people all of the time I must find balance.

Should you wish to send a
gratitude donation, our
bank details is as follows:

This tradition ensures that Al-Anon remains Al-Anon.

Bank name: ABSA

Words of Wisdom: If I destroy the thought of Al-Anon where would I than belong. The
program has 67 years of fellowship. We need it to be there for generations to come.
{Submitted by Ika – Belvedere}

Account name : Al-Anon
Family Groups Kwa-Zulu
Natal (KZN)

Tradition three offers me acceptance and unconditional love. I'm truly grateful.

*********************************************************************************************

Account number :
4074787557
Branch name : Musgrave
An alcoholic is driving home from the bar at 3am totally
annihilated. He's swerving between lanes and gets spotted by a
police officer who then pulls him over. The cop asks the man where
he's headed at such a late hour. The drunk replies "I'm just going to
a lecture, officer." In disbelief the officer asks "Who would be giving
a lecture this late?"

Branch code : 632005
Reference: Your name /
Newsletter

The alcoholic replies, "My wife."

The opinions expressed in this Newsletter were strictly those of the person who gave them. Take what you like and leave the rest.

